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Reserves Day 2020

Reserve Forces' and Cadets' Association for Greater London
Reservists give up their spare time to serve in the
Reserve Forces, balancing their civilian life with a
military career to ensure that should their country
require them, they would be ready to serve as part
of the military.
In Greater London we have over 4,500 Reservists.
The Reserve Forces make up approximately one
sixth of our Armed Forces personnel nationally,
and as such are integral to protecting the nation’s
security at home and overseas, particularly
providing capability in specialist areas such as
medical and cyber.

However, the contribution they make to our
Armed Forces often goes unrecognised. As
such an annual Reserves Day was created to
highlight and recognise the valuable
contribution Reservists make to our Armed
Forces.
Reservists are everywhere, but you might not
know it. Today we highlight just some of the
amazing Reservists that are right here in
London.

Meet Mark Bannister
Mark is a Director of Sales for Radisson Hotel Group and a
Lieutenant Commander in the Royal Naval Reserve, based at
HMS WILDFIRE.

Meet Richard Perkins
Richard is an Assistant Project Manager at Transport for London and a
Sub-Lieutenant in the Royal Navy Reserves based at HMS PRESIDENT.

Meet Gareth Williams
Gareth is an instructor for the National Ambulance Resilience
Unit (NARU) and a Company Sergeant Major for Commando
Company, Royal Marines Reserve City of London.
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Meet Carlo Condaldi
Carlo is a Professor of Theoretical Physics at Imperial Collge
and a Troop Commander for Commando Company, Royal
Marines Reserve City of London.

Meet Anthony McGrath
Anthony is Deputy Dean of the School of Health and Social
Care at London South Bank University and a Colonel in the Army
Reserve.

Meet Bobby Stewart
Bobby is a Senior Consultant for Capco and a Major
in the Army Reserve commanding G Company, 7 RIFLES.

Meet Jonathan Rymel
Jonathan is an Agile Delivery Manager and a Cyberspace
Communications Specialist in the RAF Reserves.
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Meet Mark Bannister
MARK BANNISTER is a Director of Sales for Radisson Hotel
Group and a Lieutenant Commander in the Royal Naval
Reserve, based at HMS WILDFIRE.
In early 2020 he mobilised as Team Leader, Planner and
Liaison Officer (SW Region) as part of the Military
Assistance to Civil Authorities (MACA) operation following
the COVID-19 outbreak.
Since then, he’s been working with a range of different
groups, from the Police and Ambulance services to
regional government, councils, and any other uniformed
services associated with the Coronavirus response effort.
“Military planning, and sales might seem a world apart, but a lot of what I do in my civilian job applies
here. You need to be able to present yourself and your objectives clearly and effectively,” says Mark.
“Building good working relationships quickly is especially important, whilst leading those around you
and hopefully inspiring them to do the same,” he adds.
It’s something his employer recognises too. “We are incredibly proud of Mark and all our colleagues
across Radisson Hotel Group who have volunteered in various ways to support the COVID-19 response
effort,” says Sean Philby, Director of Sales & Marketing, UK, Ireland & Western Europe. “[Radisson]
recognises the value and importance of our team members developing their knowledge outside of
the business and gaining transferable skills, such as Mark is doing via the Reservist programme.”
The benefits go both ways, with Lt Cdr Bannister keen to point out how this role will improve his
working practice in the future; “Providing an accurate understanding of MACA to the public is crucial to
my mobilised role, and this has been a great, if slightly unusual, education in strategic marketing. You
have to ensure every viewpoint is properly understood, especially with so many stakeholders involved,
each with different interests or influences.”
The Regional Military Planning & Liaison Team (SW), based at Jellalabad Barracks in Tidworth, is a mixed
civilian/military unit with members of all three services (both regular and reserve) providing
planning for both the response and recovery phases of Op RESCRIPT, the MACA component of the UK’s
fight against COVID-19.
As well as Mark’s Civilian & Military career he is also a First Responder of seven years with South Central
Ambulance Service. He has continued to respond throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in his own time,
helping his local community as well as supporting the NHS in a time of high demand.
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Meet Richard Perkins
Having previously been a Royal Navy Submariner for nine years,
Richard decided to join the reserves. “When I decided to leave for
"civvy street" and be closer to my family, I still wanted to have the
amazing opportunities available to me that had really shaped my
experiences during my time as a regular in the Royal Navy. With a
really supportive civilian employer, I am able to balance my
reservist training and full time job which works perfectly for me.”
During his officer training, Perkins was trained to lead men and
women through practical leadership tasks in intense situations
and motivating others to complete tasks to the best of their
abilities.
The training he gained from the Royal Navy Reserves not only prepared him to be a strong team player, but
also gave him the confidence to lead by example and manage the ability to work in stressful and often high risk
situations. Richard explains that the experience and training that he has undertaken whilst being part of the
Royal Navy Reserves have undoubtedly benefitted his current civilian role. Richard now has the confidence to
work in different situations whilst also supporting team members in highly complex projects.
“Although I have been in the Royal Navy Reserves for a short period of time, I have managed to pass my
training to become a commissioned officer which included spending two weeks at sea with HMS Albion which
were great moments for me. My highlight so far though is being nominated Reservist of the Year at the ExForces in Business Awards in 2019.”
Richard is currently supporting his reserve unit, HMS President, by managing the adaptation of several
activities that have been affected due to the current COVID-19 situation.
One of his tasks has been building a new training programme specifically designed for an online environment.
This enables training nights to be still be conducted for the Ship’s Company at the highest standard possible,
to ensure that the unit’s reserves maintain their training schedules and excellent communication.
Richard has taken on many other roles during this time with the Royal Navy Reserves including producing
social media material to promote the essential work that HMS President reservists are currently providing on
the frontline against coronavirus. Although many reservists were mobilised to support the UK’s national effort
against the virus, any reservist who was classified as a key worker was exempt. Part of Richard’s role was to
highlight both such categories and to give an insight into how reservists were involved in the response effort
in either their civilian or military role.
Not only does his civilian employer support all Royal Navy Reserve activities he undertakes but Transport for
London are also Gold Award holders in the Defence Employers Recognition Scheme. As a reservist he receives
10 days of extra leave for his annual training. On a personal level, his Programme Delivery Manager, Kirsty
Drury, has been fully supportive of his role, especially during this period where he’s been mobilised.
“TfL is extremely proud of Richard’s role as a Navy Reservist. When I was asked about the possibility of Richard
being called up to support the national Covid-19 response, it was an extremely easy decision to
make. We all enjoy hearing Richard’s updates and it is evident that he is growing in confidence as he learns
new skills, which will undoubtedly be a benefit to TfL and to London.”
Kirsty Drury, Programme Delivery Manager, Transport for London.
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Meet Gareth Williams
GARETH WILLIAMS joined the Royal Marines Reserve City of
London in 2003 after seven years of service in the regular Royal
Marines.
He explains, ‘At the time I was unsure what lay ahead of me and I
saw the reserves as a handy way to stay connected to the Royal
Marines and the colleagues I had met along the way. However, I
soon settled into a routine within the reserve unit, experiencing
different roles which not only enabled me to utilise my skills
from my regular service but gave me additional skills and
experiences that I was able to apply in my civilian life.’
Gareth moved through the ranks experiencing life as part of the training teams, teaching the next
generation of Royal Marines Commandos and then spent some time as part of 2 Raiding troop. 2
Raiding troop is the amphibious element of Royal Marines Reserve City of London and conducts both
training and operational taskings on behalf of 3 Commando Brigade and pan Royal Marines Reserves.
Gareth was lucky enough to look after all of the sections of 2 Raiding troop over an eight-year span.
With promotion came another re-role and he now currently sits as the Company Sergeant Major for
Commando Company Royal Marines Reserve City of London.
Gareth sees both his experiences with the regular and, now, the Royal Marines Reserves crucial to the
benefits that he can bring to his career as a Paramedic. ‘In my civilian role I trained as a paramedic after
leaving full-time service. After a few years as an operational paramedic I decided to specialise with the
Hazardous Area Response Team (HART) who respond to complex and protracted incidents which often
require the use of specialist equipment and PPE. It was in this role that the crossover of skills between
my two roles became more apparent. The medical side was always a skill that proved beneficial with
both employers but now I found myself more involved with things like command and control which
again benefited both of them. I then joined the National Ambulance Resilience Unit (NARU) as an
instructor teaching new HART paramedics how to apply their trade. This role called on all my
knowledge and skills from the Royal Marines as I helped teach, push and test the next generation of
HART Paramedics.’
During the response to the Covid-19 effort Royal Marines Reserve City of London mobilised a large
number of Royal Marines to help support the operations of commando units in their response to
government taskings during the pandemic. As a paramedic and a key worker, Gareth was not
mobilised but working with military liaison officers, together, to help set up the Nightingale hospital at
the NEC Birmingham. ‘This was a mammoth task and I was truly humbled to be a part of the small
team that turned the National Exhibition Centre into an operational Nightingale hospital inside ten
days,’ he said.
My civilian employer has helped and supported me wherever possible along the way with my Reserve
service. I am granted two weeks per year for continuous training which I spent in Cyprus last year on
Exercise Commando Phoenix, and they often engage with the unit to track and support community
events led by the unit such as “Commando Challenge South London” and “Knives Down Gloves Up”,
two initiatives which have made a difference to our local community.
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Meet Carlo Condaldi
Carlo Condaldi is a Professor of Theoretical Physics
at Imperial College London. His Reservist role is
Troop Commander, Commando Company, Royal
Marines Reserves City of London, and he currently
holds the junior officer rank of Lieutenant.
Carlo has served over 14 years in total as a
Reservist. He originally joined during his university
studies as he had always been interested in a
military career.
However, as his interest in academic research grew, he decided to remain a Reservist.
This way Carlo was able to keep on track with his civilian career path as well as taking full
advantage of all the exciting opportunities and life experiences that the military could
provide. The Royal Marines was attractive to Carlo for several reasons, primarily because
he was interested in infantry soldiering, the challenge that was posed by the commando
course, but equally by the Corps’ rich history.
“Although my military and civilian roles are very different there is much that my military
training has done to benefit my civilian career. My experience as both a noncommissioned, and now commissioned officer has had a fundamental impact in how I
manage both people and effort in my teaching and research roles.”
Over the last few months, Carlo has been mobilised to work in the intelligence cell at
Standing Joint Command which is the HQ running the military support to the Civilan
Authorities in response to the COVID emergency.
As part of this role he helps to interpret the latest scientific guidance related to COVID-19
and analyse the latest data to help military estimates and planning. Carlo reports that,
“The work has been very interesting and I am very happy that my civilian skills have been
useful to support the military in carrying out such an important role in aid of civilian
authority.”
Carlo’s employer, Imperial College London, has been very supportive, particularly in light
of the fact that his departure compounded the impacts of COVID on the summer exam
season. In general, Imperial College London, has a generous leave policy for volunteer
reservists which has allowed Carlo to balance both roles, and take full advantage of the
amazing opportunities that being in the Royal Marines Reserve has to offer.
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Meet Anthony McGrath
ANTHONY MCGRATH is Deputy Dean of the School of Health and
Social Care at London South Bank University (LSBU), one of the
MOD’s Gold Employer Recognition Scheme Awarded holding
employers.
Yet in his military reservist career, Col McGrath has recently
taken post as Commanding Officer of 256 Field Hospital (City of
London). He was mobilised as Senior Medical Advisor on a
Military Advisory Team alongside NHS staff. Together, they
planned the construction and delivery of NHS Nightingale
Hospital in the South East in March 2020.
We asked Anthony about how his reservist experience has influenced his civilian role at London South Bank
University. He said:
"My reservist role involves leadership, strategic planning, and dealing with unplanned events. The
skills I have gained both at home and overseas allow me to step back, review a situation and make decisions
even under pressure. As Deputy Dean I am faced with a number of issues each day and that ability to take
stock and make good decisions quickly is something I have gained from my reservist experiences. As an army
officer I have been trained to look at problems from a variety of perspectives and to anticipate what my
actions could achieve. By adopting the same principals in my civilian career, I have been able to evaluate
situations and consider all options before making key decisions.
“During the Covid 19 response effort I was a Senior Medical Advisor in a Military Advisory Team working
alongside senior NHS personnel, planning to build a new Nightingale Hospital. Working with the Royal
Engineers, the Logistics Corps and specialist soldiers, I was involved in the strategic planning of a new
hospital to treat Level 3 COVID Patients.
“LSBU has always been extremely supportive of my role as a reservist, not only during this response period,
but throughout my time with the University. As an employer, they provide paid time off for
me to undergo training, and in addition they truly value my reserve role, recognising that the skills I have
gained from the army are easily transferable and very useful. ”
Because of LSBU’s support for the armed forces community, Anthony was able to deliver critical aid to the
NHS during a time when the UK needed to come together and join forces to fight the Coronavirus outbreak.
LSBU formalised its relationship with Defence in 2017 when Vice-Chancellor David Phoenix signed the
Armed Forces Covenant with Lieutenant General Ben Bathurst KCVO CBE, then General Officer Commanding
of London District. The University was awarded its Silver Employer Award that same year and achieved its
Gold Award in 2018, in recognition of outstanding commitment to supporting reservists, veterans and
children of military families within its staff and student bodies.
David Phoenix said: “It should come as no surprise to any organisation having a proper regard for reservist
service, that when a crisis shows itself, the very best who work for us step up even more. Anthony's
contribution to guiding London through COVID19 is exemplary and his example encourages us all to do
more. The University's support for a partnership with the military is evidenced by our standing as a Gold ERS
member, however the true recognition is shown by the leadership and service of individuals. Anthony has
delivered both. Well done from all of us at LSBU.”
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Meet Bobby Stewart
BOBBY STEWART joined Capco after eight years as an Officer in
the Army, joining Capco on their Armed Forces programme. At
Capco he is now a Senior Consultant working in the Capital
Markets domain. He has worked on large Regulatory projects
and was recently advising Investment Banks on their Brexit
strategy and implementation.
He continued his service in the military and is currently a Major
in the Army Reserve and commands G Company, 7 RIFLES. G
Company has over 130 Riflemen in three locations across
London. 71 members of the Company are committed to
Operations in the UK and UN peacekeeping in Cyprus.
Bobby was mobilised at very short notice in support of Operation RESCRIPT. Operation RESCRIPT is the
military’s support to the civil authorities as part of the government response to COVID-19. Bobby has been
employed in Joint Military Command South East.
Bobby says, "Capco have been a fantastic employer and could not have been more supportive of my
deployment. The normal employer notice period for mobilising Reservists is 28 days, however Capco
received 3 days for my mobilisation for Op RESCRIPT. Everyone in the firm ensured that I was supported in
handing over my client and project work. I have also received several personal messages of support from
senior leaders across the firm."
ARMED FORCES 2 CAPCO
Military service imbues a range of skills that are eminently transferable to the business of financial services
consulting. The UK Armed Forces 2 Capco (AF2C) programme continues to go from strength to strength.
Having received a Silver award under the Ministry of Defence’s Employer Recognition Scheme in 2017,
Capco now offers employees two weeks’ paid leave to serve as reservists, the key criterion to qualify for the
Scheme’s top-tier Gold award.
HOW IT ALL BEGAN
Formed in 2013, the scheme initially began as an internship initiative that was established by Capco
Managing Principal Pete Mayberry, who had previously served in the Royal Navy. Back then, Capco was at
the beginning of what has proved a significant growth journey – at that time the London office comprised
just 150 people compared to the 1,100+ consultants it employs there today. Capco saw an opportunity to
tap a new source of professionals who bring an array of transferrable skills.
Capco signed the Armed Forces Covenant and became a member of the Defence Employer Recognition
Scheme in 2015. To date, AF2C has been the gateway into the world of consulting for 80 individuals drawn
from all three services.
“Financial services is a complex and fast-evolving environment and we are always looking for new sources
of talent. The AF2C programme enables us to bring seasoned, high-calibre leaders into our business and
provides the opportunity to draw upon their many years of training and the experience and skills these
individuals have built up during their time in the services.”
James Arnett, Capco’s AF2C sponsoring Partner
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Meet Jonathan Rymel
After leaving school Jonathan studied general engineering before
going to Kingston University and getting a Higher National
Diploma and Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics. Following university,
Jonathan made the transition from electronics into software
development, teaching digital cameras to recognise and track
movement in images.
Having worked for a number of technology companies in a range
of different industries, in 2015 Jonathan started his own
management consultancy business and decided to join the RAF
Reserves, completing his basic training that same year.
One area of joining the Reserves that Jonathan has been able to take full advantage of is their involvement
and participation opportunities with sporting activities. Since joining, Jonathan has participated in and
organised military teams to compete in the London Marathon, Ride London, Swim Serpentine and the British
10K, raising over £30,000 in 2 years and bringing his squadron’s charity total to over £100,000.
Jonathan completed his Cyber Space Technician trade training in 2016, and by the beginning of 2017 was
mobilised to RAF Waddington, working in their C4I Squadron (Command, Control, Communications,
Computers and Intelligence) Information Hub.
“One of the reasons the RAF is so efficient is its ability to exploit information efficiently, and at speed,
ensuring that it is recorded and then distributed to those that require urgent and direct access. The
information hub that I was mobilised to is responsible for managing the systems and standards that facilitate
this. It was brilliant to not only put my training to use and to feel that I was making a real contribution to
Britain’s security, but also to gain these crucial skills and experiences working with intelligence information in
this way. I can honestly say that the experiences and skills I gained whilst on mobilisation have been
invaluable to take back and utilise within my civilian career.”
Jonathan says that a real highlight while working at RAF Waddington was being involved in the planning for
the IT upgrade to MODNet, the newest iteration of a Defence networked system. “The opportunity to work
on a major technical refresh affecting all aspects of the British Military was phenomenal and from a technical
development perspective, not something that most people will experience,” Jonathan said.
In early 2020, Jonathan was tasked with supporting the IT infrastructure for the COVID Support Force. As part
of the IT team they were tasked to support the immediate creation of the COVID Support Force by ensuring
that they were able to gather, share and access information effectively.
“We were working in an environment where a team was being rapidly assembled from all branches of the
military and government. It was amazing to be a part of a team that was able to source information and
manage demands requiring us to adapt and evolve through this period. It was amazing to work hard all day
and then watch the news and see the impact that our efforts were having in supporting the UK, be it the
repatriation of UK nationals or the logistical support the military provided to the NHS.”
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Interested in finding out more about Reserves?
British Army
Royal Navy
Royal Air Force
Royal Marines

